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CLOUD SUPPLY AGREEMENT
BETWEEN

Aztech IT Solutions Ltd at Libra House, Sunrise Parkway Linford Wood Business Park, Milton
Keynes MK14 6PH (“Supplier”)

AND

The client, as stated in the service order form (“Customer”)

BACKGROUND
A.

The Supplier is an authorized reseller of certain Microsoft cloud services.

B.

The Customer wishes to purchase Microsoft cloud services from the Supplier and the Supplier has agreed
to supply Microsoft cloud services to the Customer, in accordance with this agreement.

C.

Microsoft cloud services are supplied to the Customer subject to the applicable Microsoft customer
agreement, which is an agreement between Microsoft and the Customer.
This Agreement includes:
- this page including the execution provisions;
- the Schedule; and
- the terms and conditions.

SCHEDULE

1

Microsoft Cloud Services
A) Azure Services

Subscriptions & consumption

The Customer authorizes the Supplier to order Azure services for the
Customer:
-

as requested in writing by Customer; or

-

following the Customer’s written acceptance of a quote or
proposal from the Supplier.

Customer to consume the resources within each subscription as it
requires, and the Customer acknowledges that all activity is recorded
in the Customer Account.
Customer is responsible for:
all subscriptions to Azure services,
all consumption of Azure services,
recorded on the Customer Account, including where the Customer
has authorized the Supplier or any third party to act on its behalf in
relation to subscriptions and/or consumption.
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B) Office 365, Dynamics 365 and other seat-based Cloud Services
Subscriptions and licenses

2

The Customer authorizes the Supplier to purchase subscriptions and
additional licenses for the Customer:
-

as requested in writing by Customer; or

-

following the Customer’s written acceptance of a quote or
proposal from the Supplier.

Term of subscriptions
Subscription term: Fixed

Twelve months.
Subscription Renewals: automatic, for same period as initial
subscription.
Ending automatic renewals: Customer to notify Supplier in writing
not less than 30 days prior to expiration of the initial subscription
term or subscription renewal, as applicable.
Subscriptions are subject to the termination provisions in clause 16
of the terms and conditions.

Subscription Renewals

3

Basis of supply
Basis of Supply –
Customer Agreement

Microsoft

All Microsoft Cloud Services are supplied subject to this Agreement
and the applicable Microsoft Customer Agreement.
The Microsoft Customer Agreement applicable for the Customer is
here:
https://www.microsoft.com/licensing/docs/customeragreement

The Microsoft Customer Agreement is an agreement between
Microsoft and the Customer and includes General Terms, Use
Rights, SLAs (service level agreements) and any additional terms
Microsoft presents when an order is placed (the terms ‘General
Terms’, ‘Use Rights’ and ‘SLA’ are defined in the Microsoft Customer
Agreement).
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The Customer acknowledges receipt of the current Microsoft
Customer Agreement from the Supplier and by purchasing Microsoft
Cloud Services from the Supplier the Customer confirms:
Receipt of Microsoft Customer
Agreement

Subscription Renewals

4

- its acceptance of the Microsoft Customer Agreement;
- that the Supplier is authorized by the Customer to confirm the
Customer’s acceptance of the Microsoft Customer Agreement on
behalf of the Customer. If required by the Supplier, the Customer will
confirm its acceptance of the Microsoft Customer Agreement in
writing.
The Customer acknowledges that the Supplier is not permitted to
revise the Microsoft Customer Agreement in any way.
If Microsoft updates the Microsoft Customer Agreement the
Customer must accept the new Microsoft Customer Agreement at or
before renewal of their subscription. The updated Microsoft
Customer Agreement (if any) will be available at the above link (if a
link is provided) or will be made available to the Customer prior to
the subscription renewal. By permitting the subscription to renew,
the Customer is deemed to have accepted the updated Microsoft
Customer Agreement.

Pricing and payment
Pricing: Supply of Azure services

Pricing will not exceed standard Microsoft list price.
Based on Customer subscriptions and consumption as recorded on
the Customer Account.

Payment amounts
Pricing: Office 365, Dynamics 365
and other Seat-based Cloud Services

Payment amounts

Pricing will not exceed standard Microsoft list price.
If a quote or proposal has been issued by the Supplier: Pricing will
be as per applicable quote or proposal (provided that the quote or
proposal was still open for acceptance when accepted by the
Customer).
Based on Customer subscriptions and licenses as recorded on the
Customer Account.

Timing of payment

Invoices will be issued monthly unless specified otherwise in the
relevant quote or proposal.
Payments are due on 30 days from the invoice date unless otherwise
stated.
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5

Order of precedence

Order of precedence:

If there is any conflict or inconsistency between the parts of this
Agreement, the following order of precedence applies to the extent
of that conflict or inconsistency (listed from highest to lowest
priority):

(a)

terms and conditions;

(b)

the Schedule.
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CLOUD SUPPLY AGREEMENT
TERMS & CONDITIONS

1

Scope of Agreement

1.1

The Supplier will supply, and invoice the Customer for, Microsoft Cloud Services in accordance with the
subscriptions and activity in the Customer Account.

2

Term

2.1

This Agreement commences on the date that it is signed by both parties in accordance with the sales order.

2.2

This Agreement remains effective until terminated by either party under clause 16.

3

Customer Account

3.1

For the purposes of this Agreement, the Customer is responsible for all activity in the Customer Account
including without limitation all subscriptions and licenses and all consumption of Microsoft Cloud
Services.

3.2

The Supplier has no obligation, under this Agreement, to supervise or in any way monitor the Customer’s
requests for subscriptions or additional licenses to Microsoft Cloud Services (or suitability of the
Customer’s subscriptions), or the Customer’s consumption of Azure services.

4

Supplier Administrator Access

4.1

The Customer acknowledges and agrees that:

(a)

once this Agreement is signed by both parties, the Customer will receive a link from the Supplier
at which the Customer will confirm the Supplier as being its supplier of the Microsoft Cloud
Services (unless this has already occurred) ;

(b)

the Supplier will (following confirmation by the Customer under (a) above, unless this has already
occurred):

i. be the primary administrator of the Microsoft Cloud Services for the Customer for the term
of this Agreement; and

ii. have administrative privileges and access to Customer Data;
(c)

the Customer may at any time request additional administrator privileges from the Supplier; and

(d)

the Customer can, at its sole discretion and at any time during the term of this Agreement,
terminate the Supplier’s administrative privileges.

4.2

The Customer appoints the Supplier as its agent for the purposes of interfacing with and providing
instructions to Microsoft for the purposes of this Agreement.

5

Subscriptions to Microsoft Cloud Services

5.1

Nothing in this Agreement alters the rights and obligations of the Customer or Microsoft under the
Microsoft Customer Agreement between Microsoft and the Customer which is accepted by the Customer
(as described in part 6 of the Schedule) in respect of all Microsoft Cloud Services.
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5.2

The Customer acknowledges and agrees that Microsoft may send direct communications to the Customer
related to the terms of the Microsoft Customer Agreement or the operation or delivery of the Microsoft
Cloud Services.

6

Support for Microsoft Cloud Services

6.1

The Supplier is the Customer’s point of contact for the Customer for all operational and technical support
questions related to the Microsoft Cloud Services. The Supplier’s support policies, support hours, incident
response time and service levels are described in a separate support services agreement (or managed
services agreement) between the Supplier and Customer.

6.2

If the Customer considers that it has a claim on the SLA (the ‘SLA” being the service level commitments
made by Microsoft to the Customer in respect of the Microsoft Cloud Services), the Customer must
submit the claim to Microsoft in accordance with the Microsoft Customer Agreement and notify the
Supplier in order for the Supplier to escalate the claim to Microsoft as applicable. Any applicable service
credit will be provided by Microsoft and channelled back through the Supplier and applied to your
account with the Supplier.

6.3

The Customer acknowledges that the Supplier cannot remedy, and has no obligation to seek to remedy,
any defect or purported defect in the Microsoft Cloud Services that may be identified by the Customer
and that the remedy (if any) that the Customer may have in relation to such defects is contained in and
subject to the Customer’s applicable Microsoft Customer Agreement.

7

Adjustments to subscriptions

7.1

The Customer may add to fixed term subscriptions to Microsoft Cloud Services during the subscription
term, by requesting the Supplier to make an adjustment. These adjustments will result in increased
subscription costs.

8

Pricing and payment

8.1

The Customer will pay all invoices issued by the Supplier to the Customer under this Agreement in full,
without setoff, counterclaim or deduction of any kind, on or before the due date.

8.2

If the Customer wishes to dispute an invoice, it must notify the Supplier in writing prior to the due date of
the invoice and provide details of the dispute. The Customer may withhold payment of the disputed part
of an invoice only and must pay that part (or any amount subsequently agreed or determined to be the
correct amount owing) promptly on resolution of the dispute. A claim by a Customer that seat-based
subscriptions added to the Customer Account were not used by the Customer, or that use of Azure
services was unintentional or inadvertent will not relieve the Customer from its obligation to pay for the
seat-based subscriptions or Azure subscriptions/consumption and will not provide a reason for validly
disputing an invoice.

8.3

Without the Supplier waiving any other right or remedy it may have, if any amount due is not paid by the
Customer by the due date, the Supplier may:

(a)

charge the Customer interest calculated at 1.5% on the balance of the amount due by the
Customer from the due date until payment is received in full by the Supplier; and/or

(b)

charge the Customer all collection costs reasonably incurred by the Supplier in collection of the
amount outstanding (including solicitor and/or collection agency fees); and/or

(c)

temporarily disable a subscription or suspend delivery of further Microsoft Cloud Services until
the outstanding amount is paid in full. The Supplier will give 7 Working Days’ notice in writing of
its intention to suspend delivery under this clause.
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9

Taxes

9.1

In addition to the amounts due under clause 8, the Customer will pay the Supplier amounts equal to any
applicable government taxes or duties however designated, based on this Agreement (or the Microsoft
Cloud Services provided under it), paid or payable by the Supplier in respect of the foregoing, exclusive
however of taxes based on the Supplier’s income.

10

Customer Data

10.1

Subject to clause 10.2, the Supplier may collect, use, transfer, disclose, and otherwise process the
Customer Data as required in its performance of this Agreement.

10.2

The Supplier will only access the Customer Data and disclose the Customer Data to law enforcement or
government authorities to the extent required by law. If a request for Customer Data is made by a law
enforcement agency or government authority (directly or through Microsoft), the Supplier will redirect
the request to the Customer or if redirection is not permitted or feasible in the available time frame and
unless legally prohibited from doing so, the Supplier will notify the Customer of the request as soon as
practically possible.

10.3

The Customer will, as and to the extent required by law, notify individual users of the Microsoft Cloud
Services, that their data may be disclosed to law enforcement or other government authorities (if a
request is made by law enforcement or other government authorities). It is the Customer’s responsibility
to obtain consent from individual users to the potential for disclosure under this clause.

10.4

The Customer consents to Microsoft providing the Supplier with Customer Data and information that the
Customer provides to Microsoft for the purposes of the Supplier ordering, provisioning and administering
the Microsoft Cloud Services.

11

Personal Data and Data Protection

11.1

The Customer consents to the Processing of Personal Data by the Supplier for the purposes of this
Agreement. Before providing Personal Data to the Supplier, Customer will obtain all required consents
from third parties (including Customer’s contacts, partners, distributors, administrators, and employees)
under applicable Data Protection Laws.

11.2

The Customer acknowledges that Processing of Personal Data by Microsoft is addressed in the Microsoft
Customer Agreement.

11.3

To the extent permitted by applicable law, Personal Data collected by the Supplier under this Agreement
may be transferred, stored and processed in the State(s) and/or country (or countries) in which the
Supplier maintains facilities or any other country in which the Supplier’s contractors or service providers
(including for example Microsoft and other third party vendors) maintain facilities.

11.4

In the event of any Personal Data Breach, the Supplier will comply with its obligations, including
notification obligations, (if any), under applicable Data Protection Laws. The Customer acknowledges that
the obligations that Microsoft may have in respect of a Personal Data Breach, where applicable, are
addressed in the Microsoft Customer Agreement.
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12

Confidential Information

12.1

Each party agrees to:

(a)

hold in confidence all Confidential Information disclosed to it by the other party including, but
without limitation, information which:

i. comes into its possession as a result of, or in the performance of, this Agreement; or
ii. is confidential and clearly so identified; or
iii. involves business plans or financial and personnel affairs, and
(b)

take reasonable steps to:

i. protect the other party’s Confidential Information;
ii. use the Confidential Information only for the purposes of this Agreement; and
iii. protect the Confidential Information from unauthorised access or use by, or disclosure to,
any third party or misuse, damage or destruction by any person.

12.2

A party may disclose the other party’s Confidential Information if and to the extent required by law if it
first notifies the other party of the obligation to disclose the Confidential Information, provided that a
party is not required to notify the other party under this clause if it is not legally permitted to do so or if
the timing within which the party is required by law to disclose the Confidential Information does not
permit notification to the other party.

13

Intellectual property

13.1

Refer to the Microsoft Customer Agreement.

14

No additional warranties

14.1

All warranties, terms and conditions (including without limitation, warranties and conditions as to fitness
for purpose and merchantability), whether express or implied by statute, common law or otherwise are
excluded by the Supplier to the extent permitted by law.

15

Warranty position for Microsoft Cloud Services

15.1

The Supplier will use reasonable endeavours to assist the Customer to deal with Microsoft on any
warranty claims in respect of the Microsoft Cloud Services.

15.2

Subject to clause 6 and clause 15.1, the Supplier has no obligations in respect of defects, support
requirements or otherwise for the Microsoft Cloud Services including without limitation that in the event
of any defect or failure of the Microsoft Cloud Services the Supplier has no obligation to provide any
interim hardware, software, other equipment, or remedial service.

16

Termination of Agreement

16.1

Except where the Customer has unexpired subscriptions (whether initial term or renewal term) to
Microsoft Cloud Services, either party may terminate this Agreement on 30 days’ written notice to the
other party.
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16.2

16.3

Either party may terminate this Agreement immediately (or with effect from any later date that it may
nominate) by written notice to the other party if the other party ceases business or if one or more
Insolvency Events occurs in relation to that other party. For the purposes of this clause, ‘Insolvency Event’
means, in respect of a party (other than for the purpose of solvent reconstruction or amalgamation):

(a)

a receiver, manager or liquidator is appointed over the party’s undertaking or assets or the party
enters into any assignment, composition or arrangement with its creditors; or

(b)

the party is unable to pay its debts when due, or is deemed unable to pay its debts under any
law, or suspends payment to its creditors.

Without limiting any other rights of termination that a party may have, either party may terminate this
Agreement on written notice to the other party if the other party:

(a)

commits a material breach of any of its obligations under this Agreement; and

(b)

fails to remedy that breach within 30 days of prior written notice of such breach.

16.4

This Agreement will automatically terminate if the Supplier’s agreement with Microsoft under which the
Supplier is authorized to resell Microsoft Cloud Services terminates for any reason.

17

Consequences of termination

17.1

On termination of this Agreement:

(a)

where the Customer has fixed term subscriptions for Microsoft Cloud Services, the Customer will
pay the Supplier for the full fixed term (excluding any renewal term to which the Customer is not
yet committed); and

(b)

where the Customer has consumption subscriptions for Microsoft Cloud Services, the Customer
will pay for all consumption up until the date of termination.

17.2

On termination of this Agreement the Supplier will issue invoices to the Customer for all amounts specified
in clause 17.1 for which no invoice has yet been issued and all such invoices will be due seven days following
the date of the invoice. Invoices issued prior to the date of termination will remain due in accordance with
the terms of the invoice.

17.3

On termination of a subscription the Customer will have 90 days to migrate any Customer Data to either a
new subscription or another service.

18

Liability

18.1

The limitations of liability in this clause 18 do not apply to claims by the Customer for bodily injury or
damage to real property or tangible personal property for which the Supplier is legally liable.

18.2

The Supplier’s liability under this Agreement is limited to direct loss only, to the amount paid by the
Customer to the Supplier in the 12 months period preceding the event giving rise to the claim.

18.3

In no event is the Supplier liable to the Customer for the Microsoft Cloud Services, including without
limitation in terms of performance, non-performance, availability, non-availability, compliance or noncompliance with specifications of the Microsoft Cloud Services or otherwise. Any right or remedy that the
Customer may have in relation to the Microsoft Cloud Services is included or referenced in the Microsoft
Customer Agreement.
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18.4

In no event is the Supplier liable for any indirect loss or for any loss of profits, lost savings, loss of data,
business interruption, incidental or special damages, or for any consequential loss. In addition, the
Supplier is not liable for any damages claimed by the Customer based on any third party claim, including,
but not limited to, any claim in negligence. In no event is the Supplier liable for any damages caused
(whether directly or indirectly) by the Customer’s failure to perform its responsibilities under this
Agreement.

19

Dispute Resolution

19.1

In the event of any dispute arising between the parties in relation to this Agreement, no party may
commence any proceedings relating to the dispute (except where the party seeks urgent interlocutory
relief) unless that party has complied with the procedures in this clause 19.

19.2

The party initiating the dispute (“the first party”) must provide written notice of the dispute to the other
party (“the other party”) and nominate in that notice the first party’s representative for the negotiations.
The other party must within fourteen days of receipt of the notice, give written notice to the first party
naming its representative for the negotiations ("Other Party's Notice"). Each nominated representative will
have authority to settle or resolve the dispute. The parties will co-operate with each other and endeavour
to resolve the dispute through discussion and negotiation.

19.3

If the dispute is not resolved within one month following the date of the Other Party's Notice (or such
longer period as may be agreed upon in writing by the parties), either party may utilise any other legal
remedies available to it in seeking to resolve the dispute.

20

Notices

20.1

Any notice or other communication in connection with this Agreement must be:

20.2

(a)

marked for the attention of the person specified in part 1 or part 2 of the Schedule or any
replacement person notified in writing by the relevant party; and

(b)

left at the address or sent by prepaid post or email to the address of the relevant party specified
in part 1 or part 2 of the Schedule or any replacement address notified by that party.

Notices or other communications are deemed received:

(a)

if delivered by hand, on delivery;

(b)

if delivered by post:

i. on the third Working Day following posting if sent and received locally (not internationally);
and
ii. on the tenth day following posting if posted internationally; or

(c)

if sent by email, on sending the email, unless the sender receives a delivery notification failure.

21

Force majeure

21.1

Either party may suspend its obligations to perform under this Agreement if it is unable to perform as a
direct result of a Force Majeure Event. Any such suspension of performance must be limited to the period
during which the Force Majeure Event continues.

21.2

Where a party's obligations have been suspended pursuant to clause 21.1 for a period of 30 days or more,
the other party may immediately terminate this Agreement by giving notice in writing to the other party.
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22

General

22.1

Independent Contractor. The Supplier is an independent contractor to the Customer and nothing in this
Agreement will be taken as constituting the Supplier to be an employee, partner, or agent of the
Customer.

22.2

Assignment. Neither the Customer nor the Supplier may assign its rights under this Agreement without the
prior written consent of the other party.

22.3

Other agreements. Nothing in this Agreement prevents the Supplier from entering into the same or similar
agreements with other customers.

22.4

Survival. All clauses of this Agreement, which by their nature survive the termination of this Agreement will
do so.

22.5

Entire agreement: This Agreement constitutes the complete and exclusive statement of the agreement
between the parties, superseding all proposals or prior agreements, oral or written, and all other
communications between the parties relating to the subject matter of this Agreement. The Microsoft
Customer Agreement is a separate agreement between Microsoft and the Customer.

22.6

Further assurances: The parties must each do all such further acts (and sign any documents), as may be
necessary or desirable for effecting the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.

22.7

Amendments: Except as specifically provided, no amendment to this Agreement will be effective unless it
is in writing and signed by both parties. If and when Microsoft modifies its agreement or related policies or
programs with the Supplier, the Supplier may make corresponding variations to this agreement and the
Customer will not unreasonably decline to accept and agree to those variations (it will be unreasonable if
the Customer does not agree to a variation that reflects the variation imposed on the Supplier by Microsoft
but will be reasonable to decline agreement to a variation that goes beyond the variation imposed on the
Supplier by Microsoft). The Supplier may at its discretion either issue a variation agreement or a new
agreement to implement the variations, for signing by both parties.

22.8

Waiver: No exercise or failure to exercise or delay in exercising any right or remedy by a party will constitute
a waiver by that party of that or any other right or remedy available to it.

22.9

Partial invalidity: If any provision of this Agreement or its application to any party or circumstance is or
becomes invalid or unenforceable to any extent, the remainder of this Agreement and its application will
not be affected and will remain enforceable to the greatest extent permitted by law.

23

Governing Law

23.1

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the UK. The parties hereby submit to the non-exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts of the UK.

24

Interpretation and definitions

24.1

In this Agreement:
“Agreement” means this Cloud Supply Agreement and includes the Schedule and these terms and
conditions;
“Confidential Information” means any information disclosed in confidence to one party by the other party
including without limitation the Customer Data, whether of a business, financial, technical or non-technical
nature or otherwise and whether existing in hard copy form, electronically or otherwise but does not
include any information which is:
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(a)

on receipt by the recipient party, in the public domain or which subsequently enters the public
domain without any breach of this Agreement;

(b)

on receipt by the recipient party, already known by that party (otherwise than as a result of
disclosure by the other party);

(c)

at any time after the date of receipt by the recipient party, received in good faith by the recipient
party from a third party;

(d)

required by law to be disclosed by the recipient party;

“Customer Data” means all data, including all text, sound, video or image files and software, and which
may include Personal Data, that is provided to Microsoft by or on behalf of the Customer through use of
the Microsoft Cloud Services;
“Customer Account” means the Customer’s account within the Microsoft Cloud Administration Portal;
“Data Protection Laws” means any and all laws relating to Personal Data (including data security,
protection, privacy or the processing of Personal Data), and includes any statutory modification or reenactment of such laws for the time being in force;
“Force Majeure Event” means any war, riot, third party strike, natural disaster or other circumstance of a
similar nature that is outside of the control of the affected party.
“Intellectual Property” means copyright, patents, designs, trademarks, trade names, goodwill rights, trade
secrets, confidential information and any other intellectual proprietary right or form of intellectual
property;
“Microsoft Cloud Services” means the Microsoft cloud services for which the Supplier is the relevant
Microsoft partner (as recorded by Microsoft), being:

(a)

the Transferred Services (if any); and

(b)

the services purchased by the Supplier for the Customer as described in part 4 of the Schedule;

“Personal Data” means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person, or any
equivalent definition in relevant data protection or privacy laws in force at the relevant time;
“Personal Data Breach” means unauthorised access to, unauthorised disclosure of, or loss of, Personal
Data (being Personal Data that is Processed by the Supplier under this Agreement), or any equivalent
definition in relevant data protection or privacy laws;
“Processing” means any operation or set of operations which is performed on Personal Data or on sets of
Personal Data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organisation, structuring,
storage, adaption or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or
otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or destruction, and ‘Process’
and ‘Processed’ has/have a corresponding meaning, or any equivalent definition in relevant data protection
or privacy laws;
“Schedule” means the schedule that precedes these terms and conditions;
“Transferred Services” means Microsoft cloud subscriptions and licenses that were purchased for the
Customer by another supplier and that, with the Customer’s authorisation, have been transferred to the
Supplier in the ‘Partner Portal’ (so as to be managed by the Supplier for the Customer);
“Working Day” means a day other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday in the UK.
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24.2

Interpretation

(a)

In this Agreement, reference to the plural includes reference to the singular, and vice versa.

(b)

Headings inserted in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not affect the
interpretation of this Agreement.
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